
JOIN THE RURAL SOCIAL CENTER
AND LEAD ACTIVITIES WITH THE INHABITANT! 

After 47 years of existence, the Center Social Rural de Lucé remains a place open to all, a place of 
exchange, meetings, services, encouragement of initiatives and conviviality. It is also a place of 
ideas, discovery and innovation that seeks to take into account the expressions, expectations, needs 
and difficulties of the population in an attempt to contribute to its well-being. As a local structure, 
the Social Center therefore works on a daily basis with and for the inhabitants in order to find 
answers to many questions of daily life.

24.08.2022
END OF JULY 2023

MISSION The volunteer will take part to youth activities for 11/17 years old, mainly, in 
addition with qualified animators. Here are some activities waiting for you:

1- Workshops on Wednesdays at the social center for youth and during their school 
holidays: the volunteer will participate in the organization, the choice of activities, the 
preparation, the animation of activities... 
2- Other tasks with secondary schools, partners and with the inhabitants:
a Go to middle school and play with people aged between 11 and 17 years old, introduce 
people to them, interact with the public in an informal way, etc.
a Specific interventions in schools to present volunteering and European mobility.
a Accompaniment of young people in the definition of their personal projects and 
possibility of accompanying them during holiday stays. 
a Participation in local events to promote European mobility (youth festival / library) and 
leading activites around the Europe Union and its Member States: activities / exhibition / 
cooking... 
a Participation in meetings and discussion times with teams, partners, networks. 
a Implementation of other projects according to the wishes of the volunteer.
The volunteer will work on some common projects with the other European volunteers staying in 
Sarthe with the Maison de l’Europe which is the coordinator of these ESC projects.

360 EUROS
PER MONTH

TRAVEL TICKETS
COVERED

CITY:
LE GRAND LUCE



CONTEXT The volunteer will be hosted daily in the city of Le Mans in the Department of 
Sarthe during the year 2022-2023. This project will be coordinated by the Maison de l’Europe 
(coordinating structure), allowing the volunteer to participate more broadly in actions to 
promote European citizenship together with other volunteers in which:
 - 6 volunteers are hosted in local boarding schools,
 - 4 volunteers are hosteld in town halls,
 - 2 volunteers is hosted in a high school,
 - 2 volunteers hosted in rural community centers,
 - and 1 in the Maison de l’Europe.

These 15 volunteers will have the possibility to carry out common projects, especially during 
the Europe Day in May.

The volunteer will be in contact with the inhabitants, young people and schoolchildren of the 
town. The volunteer will be asked to develop skills related to animation and teaching. Many 
activities can be lead during the school time and the school holidays.

PRACTICALS Your food, accomodation, insurance, pocket money and your travel 
costs will be covered by the European Solidarity Corps program.

Departure:
- travel tickets are covered (up to 275€ or 360€ depending on the country you live);
- accommodation is in a flat in Le Mans which is 50min far from your working place by bus. 
But we choose this solution to let you live in a city with other EU volunteers instead of being 
isolted in the countryside;
- the volunteer will be insured: «CIGNA» covers health and medical costs;

Monthly expenses:
- every month the volunteer will receive 360€ as food allowance and pocket money according
to the daily rate determined by the CES agency;

Language courses:
- according to the EU program, online courses will be offered to the volunteer during the 
mission on the « OLS language platform »;
- the volunteer will have the opportunity to participate in French classes with locals 
organisations.

Good to know:
- the volunteer will work a maximum of 35 hours per week (French lessons, language lessons
on OLS and meetings included), 5 days per week (time to time you may be asked to work 
during weekends);
- a total of 22 additional days off (holidays) will be granted;
- the volunteer will have a local transport card, which includes buses;
- debriefing times also called “ESC breakfast” are planned every two months with other  
volunteers hosted in Sarthe;
- and the French national agency for ESC projects will run 2 seminars in which the volunteer
will be invited to take part.

We can’t wait to receive your application!


